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Wye Juvenile Salmonid Summary 2016

During 2016 NRW completed the temporal salmonid survey programme, consisting of 24 sites in Wales (annual). 
The Environment Agency completed a further 4 of the 8 Wye sites in England. They use the Welsh temporal data to 
look at trends in juvenile salmon and trout densities, and combine their data with the English data to give an idea of 
spawning across the whole catchment. The surveying programme (and responsibility for the river) is split between 
Natural Resources Wales, who are responsible for the Welsh Wye, and the Environment Agency on the English side. 
Key Points; Juvenile salmon densities across Wales in 2016 have been poor, with some catchments showing signifi-
cant absences of salmon fry. The Wye catchment has not seen these unexpected absences, but the average density 
in the catchment for both fry and parr is less than expected; roughly half when compared to 2015 and the 5 year 
catchment average; the lowest for fry since 2007 and the second lowest in survey history. This decline is seen across 
the whole catchment at all but two sites (Dernol and Ithon).  They recorded juvenile salmon at 19 of 28 Wye sites in 
2016; the exceptions being the sites on the Monnow, Lugg and Arrow catchments. Salmon were also absent from the 
Llynfi and Einon sites, both of which have always had low and variable numbers of salmon and so an absence is not 
unusual.  Just one of the 28 sites had a salmon fry classification of Excellent (A) and four Good (B), and salmon parr 
classifications were lower again with none Excellent and just one Good.   

  To read their full report go to;
 
http://www.wyesalmon.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Wye-Juvenile-Salmonid-
Summary-2016-1.pdf

River Report October/November 2016

Another moderate spate kept fish moving into late September and October.  September finished with a respect-
able total of 134 fish which came from all sections of the river much of which was fishable most of the time. As the 
spate fell away it became obvious that many of the fish in the river took the chance to move closer to their spawning 
grounds and the upper river was having the bulk of the sport.  Lower beats were much 
quieter though upper Bigsweir, and Wyesham in particular were still producing fish.  
While the bulk of fish were in various stages of colour there was the odd fresh looking fish 
taken on the lower beats. Grilse, some of them pretty small, were more to the fore than 
usual and another fin clipped fish was taken by Oli Brown on the Hereford waters. 

It soon became apparent that with good water and lower temperatures the residents, 
springers and 2sw fish, began to come back on the take and quite a few fish around the 
20lb mark were taken together with plenty of mid doubles. With dry weather persisting 
the river slowly dropped away and became very clear, the conditions remained fishable 
for most and an October total of 246 was reached, This gave a seasons total of circa 1626, 
the best for many years.

As October progressed most fish were in spawning condition and there seemed some-
thing unedifying maybe about experienced anglers catching our valuable spawning stock, right to the bitter end.  
There would inevitably have been casualties along the way, how many is difficult to quantify though the odd dead 
fish was noted. 

The river was fortunate in that well spaced moderate spates were available for most of the year. This allowed any 
fish to enter the river without much difficulty and eventually spread themselves throughout the 
river.  This was reflected in beat returns.  Top beat on the upper river was the Nyth and Tycelyn 
beat with 70 fish, closely followed by Spreadeagle and the Rectory. Lower down Whitney Court 
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had a very respectable 46. Middle river was fair with Golden Mile & Sheepwash and Carrots doing ok.  Lower down 
Ingeston with 100 fish was top beat with good returns from Goodrich, Ross AC and Courtfield.  Below Monmouth of 
course produced the best totals although fishing effort must be taken into account here and it would be interesting to 
see what the fish per angler  effort actually was.  Wyesham finished the top beat with 247, followed by Bigsweir with 
227 and Upper Bigsweir a very respectable 79.  Top individual totals probably come from these beats with George 
Adams and Joe Cobley from Wyesham and Nathan Jubb from Upper Bigsweir top of the pile as they have been for 
most of the season.

There were many multiple catches during the month with quite a few anglers with 
three fish in a day.  Must mention here Karen Wooley, who, having taken her first 
fish earlier in the season followed up with three fish in a day from Goodrich weigh-
ing 8, 16 and 20lbs  She took these fish on a large single 3/0 Comet.  Wonder how 
many other Wye fish were caught on a single. A remarkable catch from the Nyth 
where visiting from Virginia’ USA  Dr Reynold Cowles took his first fish of 16lbs and 
promptly followed it up with another estimated at 31lbs (110cm)  Evelyn Cowles 
also  took a 16lbs fish during their visit and Matt Tricks had a 24lb fish during the 
same couple of days on that same beat. Quite a few others caught their first fish 
too during the month including Roger Evans, Constantine Van Hayden, Jordan 
Henderson and Olaf Kesterman with apologies to anyone missed out.

A fact which might be of interest to other owners is that you need your beats fished regularly to produce the maxi-
mum number of fish. Take Caemawr for example , a fairly short beat with some good fly water below Hay on Wye 
where the owner, Wayne Tyler, generously donated free days fishing to members of the Wye Salmon Association.  
A good many took up this offer and the beat returned the best total since 1967  of 30 including some big fish up to 
27lbs. 

Final EA totals are compiled anglers returns and are often considerably less. However this years figure is a big step in 
the right direction. Can be maintained is the big imponderable. Hopefully the return of good numbers of 3sw fish, as 
experienced by some other rivers too will continue.

The Wye dropped away during late September into early November and with very low and clear conditions it was 
looking as though fish might have difficulty in accessing their chosen tributaries.  However a moderate spate took 
place mid month and some fish took the opportunity to move on and several were seen jumping at the few weirs and 
pinch points we still have left on the catchment.  Some early redds were found on the main stem quite early on in the 
Newbridge area and with still reasonable water more should soon follow.

There were few reports of late fish  caught on the upper Wye or tributaries during the extension period  until 25th 
October on the upper river.

There does appear to be a pretty respectable head of fish in the river with fish reported seen in most areas, let’s 
hope the conditions are good for spawning without the continuous heavy water of last season when it was nigh im-
possible to count redds in any meaningful way.

As discussed in the item above there is a concern regarding lack of fry on the Wye and our sister river the Usk as well 
as the Lugg and Arrow tributaries of the Wye.  At the recent Local Fisheries Group [LFG] NRW fisheries staff were very 
clear the reasons were as yet not understood and they were studing very carefully to seek that explanation. 

A recent report claimed NRW to be in a state of turmoil with reorganisation, cut backs and redundancies. A survey 
of its staff suggested  a big majority of them as  having little confidence in the organisation which employs them. An 
opinion often reflected by bank side angler opinion which is often less than positive.

It seems too that the canoe problem has not disappeared with another attempt to gain access 
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to all rivers in Wales with another petition to WAG.  We may yet need your voice again to counter this when the time 
comes.

As we enter early December spawning will soon be in full swing.  Let’s hope its not too hot, too cold, too high or two 
low and that the fish lay down eggs for future generations.

Environment Agency announce shake up in rod licenses

EA Press Release
The Environment Agency has announced a shake-up of rod licences, following feedback 
from anglers all over England. The changes include a free rod licence for junior anglers 
which is hoped to encourage more young people to give fishing a go and secure the fu-
ture of the sport.
Other moves include a rolling rod licence that lasts for 365 days from the day you buy it – 
rather than only running up until the end of March regardless of when it was bought.

The third change is one which carp and specimen anglers have long campaigned for: the 
use of 3 rods having just 1 licence, rather than needing 2.

There are also some small increases to standard charges – for example, a coarse fishing 
licence has been raised from £27 to £30. This is the first time the cost of a rod licence has 
increased since 2010 and all additional income generated will all go back into improving 
fisheries and services for anglers.
Sarah Chare, head of fisheries at the Environment Agency, said: “These exciting changes 
reflect feedback from our customers. We hope that a 365 day licence, a 3-rod licence and 
a free junior licence can all play an important part in getting more young people fishing 
and securing the future of the sport.
All money raised from rod licence sales is ploughed back into England’s fisheries, and is used to fund a wide range of 
projects to improve facilities for anglers.”
Environment Secretary Andrea Leadsom said: “This shake-up for rod licences is great news for anglers across the 
country. The changes announced today will help simplify the system and encourage more young people to get in-
volved with the sport and connect with nature.”

The Angling Trust, the national representative and governing body for angling in England welcome the changes.

Mark Lloyd, Chief Executive of the Angling Trust & Fish 
Legal, said: “The Angling Trust lobbied the Environment 
Agency to make these changes to the rod licence system 
as many of the carp and specimen anglers we repre-
sent had complained about the need for them to buy 2 
separate licences, for 4 rods, when they wanted to fish 
with 3, so the new extra rod licence option is very wel-
come indeed. We also wanted a free junior licence as this 
removes a significant barrier to participation for young 
people considering taking up the sport. Well done to 
the Environment Agency for listening and taking anglers’ 
concerns on board.”

The Environment Agency listened to 
a wide range of anglers, partners and 

interested organisations to ensure the new prices and products meet customer needs. There 
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are flexible options to choose from too – another change is the ability to upgrade from a 1 or 8 day licence to a full 
licence with the price of the 1 or 8 day deducted. This is to encourage more people to keep fishing once they have 
tried it and make it cheaper for anglers who currently buy several short term licences.

The changes come into effect in March 2017 with new licences valid from 1 April.

More information
• Juniors will still need to register and receive a licence in order to fish but the licence will be free.
• These changes are also being implemented across Wales. Natural Resources Wales is the lead.
• Anglers are legally required to hold a valid fishing licence to fish in rivers, lakes and other inland waters in 
England (except the River Tweed) and the Border Esk (and its tributaries) in Scotland.
• A rod licence is a legal requirement for fishing. Anyone fishing illegally is cheating other licence paying an-
glers, can expect to be prosecuted and face a substantial fine. Last year in England, the Environment Agency checked 
more than 62,000 rod licences and prosecuted more than 1,900 anglers for rod and line offences resulting in fines 
and costs in excess of £500,000.
• For the minority who flout the rules, the most common offence is fishing without a valid licence. Fishing 
without a valid licence could land you with a fine of up to £2,500 and a criminal record.

Coarse and Trout

Type of licence | Current price |New price from 1st April 2017
Full (April – March) | £27 | £30
Full (concessionary) senior and disabled | £18 | £20
Short term 1 day | £3.75 | £6
Short term 8 day | £10 | £12
Junior (12 – 16yrs) | £5 | Free
3 rod licence | NA – new product | £45
3 rod licence (concessionary) senior and disabled | NA – new product | £30

Salmon and Sea Trout

Type of licence | Current price N |ew price from 1st April 2017
Full | £72 | £82
Full (concessionary) senior and disabled | £48 | £54
Short term 1 day | £8 | £12
Short term 8 day | £23 | £27
Junior | £5 | Free

News roundup for CaBA Partnerships

‘Your Fisheries’ enters pilot phase
Your Fisheries is a catchment initiative developed by The River Trust supported by Environment Agency and Angling 
Trust. Your Fisheries will provide a common web-based planning system that brings together evidence and knowl-
edge from a range of different sources to inform catchment specific fisheries reports.
These reports are intended to represent a range of perspectives from various partners on the current status of fish 
populations and the actions required to maintain and deliver improvements.
Link to webpage;

http://us5.campaign-archive1.com/?u=fb1d7eb86bc790428464bd9f0&id=efa94f82e9&e=0ea83
88352
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Something for those dark winter 
nights

Mentioning those long winter evenings those fly 
tiers amongst you , and those who don’t , might 
like to reflect on next seasons flies. We are often 
asked what patterns to use and although person-
ally I have favourites I believe the fly most likely 
to catch is the one you are using at the time.  I 
you like the look of it, odds on the fish might too.
Let’s start with some flies for early next season. 
Opposite are a couple of well proven patterns. 
The photo shows Comet [Top] and the gold bod-
ied Willie Gunn [bottom].
Tied on a 3/0 single and a 1 1/2” brass tube.  Wil-
lie Gunn does not usually have jungle cock checks 
but it does add something to the flie so why not 
-apart from the expense of course.

COMET.
Body divided into three sections;
Rear - flat silver tinsel ribbed with silver wire. 
Yellow Bucktail followed by a red body also ribbed 
with silver wire. 
Red Bucktail followed by a black body ribbed with 
silver wire or flat tinsel.
Head Black- Bucktail and jungle Cock cheeks

WILLIE GUNN
Body - Gold mylar or flat gold body ribbed with 

gold oval.
Wing - mixed red, yellow and black bucktail. Vary proportions to lighten or darken the fly.
A few strands of orange twinkle in the wind does no harm -ditto the jungle cock.

For Sale

Superb cast of this 32lb River Wye salmon. If you would like to own this example then contact 
Geoff Franks at uskside1@tiscali.co.uk for more details and or to make an offer.
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All the best from the Wye Salmon Association. 

Stuart Smith - Editor
Peter Chilton - Design and Production

You can subscribe to WSA at http://www.wyesalmon.com/join-us/
please join us and help support our aims.


